1. "LTR TO AMER FRIENDS" ORIGINALLY PLANNED AS PART OF MORE AMBITIOUS PAMPHLET AGAINST VIGILAR GOVT WHICH LUCK PREPARING PRIOR HIS DEPARTURE MEXI 26 JUNE. PROJECT INITIATED BY LUCK AS PART PROGRAM ACTIVITIES OF LITTLE LEADERSHIP FG MEXI AFTER ARRIVAL MEXI VICTOR MANUEL CUIERREZ. BASIC PURPOSE TO SEND TO STUDENTS AND LEFT WING GROUPS UNITED STATES INCLUING SOME OLD FRIENDS OF GUAT EXILES THE MELLONS OF LOS ANGELES (DINA MELLON) FOR CREATING GOOD WILL FOR GUAT CAUSE IN STATES.

2. LUCK WORKED SPORADICALLY ON PAMPHLET FOR MONTHS BUT STILL HAD NOT COMPLETED IT PRIOR HIS DEPARTURE. SECTION "LTR TO AMER FRIENDS" HOWEVER COMPLETED AND TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH BY LICOKY/A AND DECISION MADE BY LUCK AND WES THAT THIS SHOULD BE PRINTED SEPARATELY. ORIGINAL IDEA WAS TO SEND THIS SECTION TO MELLONS FOR THEM TO PRINT IT.

HOWEVER AFTER TALKS WITH CONCEJO MICALCO DE ZAYAN WHO IS...
LIAISON WITH THE KELLOWS BECAME APPARENT THAT WORK WOULD
BEG DUNN IF DEPENDED ON KELLOWS INITIATIVE. YNG AGREED

SUGGESTION SECTION BE PRINTED HERE. LICOCKY/L THEN

BOOKLET FORM. LICOCKY/L ALSO CALLED RICHARD GIBSON IN NYC
AND HE AGREED TO DISTRIBUTE FIVE HUNDRED COPIES THIS BOOKLET.
AND LICOCKY SENT HIM PROOF. GIBSON WROTE CONFIRMING
ORDER AND AGREED PAY COST OF THE FIVE HUNDRED COPIES WHICH
WAS FIFTY DOLLARS. NO FURTHER INFO RE DEVELOPMENTS THIS
MATTER AT THIS TIME.

END OF MESSAGE

C/S COMMENT: "MOS INTERESTED IN BACKGROUND "LETTER TO AMERICAN FRIENDS."
PLS ADVISE CIRCUMSTANCES THAT PROMPTED ITS PREPARATION AND DISTRIBUTION AND
PURPOSE."